TAIL PAINT
Tail painting is an excellent cost effective, convenient way of heat
detecting cows early in the season.

Weeks Breeding

1st 3 weeks
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heat per day Cow per Day
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per day
Cow per Day
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2-3
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1

10

1-2
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Tail paint works well in cows when there are 3 or more cows on heat per day to rub it off. In a 100 cow herd it is effective for 6
weeks if the herd is already calving compactly, otherwise use it for the 1st 3 weeks and then switch to scratch cards, in a 200cow herd it can be effective for 9 weeks if calving compactly. It does not work as well in heifers as they are not heavy enough
to rub it off each other’s rumps.
Clip the hair off the rump prior to the application of tail paint. This allows the paint to be more easily removed at mounting.
And it reduces the layers of paint building up as the season progresses making it difficult to interpret. Apply paint on a dry
day and to dry skin.

TOP TIPS

TAIL PAINT GUIDELINES:

1

Clip rumps prior
to applying paint.
Paint will come
off easier and
layering will be
minimized

2

These cows have
not coated yet
and the hair
will hold the
paint leading to
layering later on

3

These cows have
been clipped and the
paint will be removed
easier. Leading to less
layering of paint later
on. 9 x 1 inch strip of
paint is ideal

5
Fils tail
paint
product
(€16 per
litre).

Top up twice a week and
more often in wet weather.
On the day of insemination
put a band of tail paint on
the cows back that will not
be rubbed off by mounting.
This will indicate the cows
that have been served and
will avoid drafting them
the following morning
for insemination. One
day repeats may reduce
conception rates.

4
Paint well
cleaned
off after
being on
heat

As the season moves on if
there is a lot of layers of
paint building up - change
the colour completely. If you
were using blue all alongignore the blue paint now as
it will not come off cleanly.
Paint with a different colour
for example yellow and if the
yellow is rubbed off the cow
is in heat even though the
blue is still present.

6

Paint in 2.5 litre
cans can be
applied by brush,
glove or radiator
roller in the pit
(€18 for 2.5
litres)
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SCRATCH CARDS
1

2

3

4

Scratch cards are an excellent method of heat detection
in both cows and heifers when cattle are outdoors and
rumps clean. They are also extremely useful when the
number of animals coming into heat is reduced - as the
season progresses. The scratch cards shown here in the
picture ‘Estrus Detect’ are superior to the previous selfadhesive cards, as they stay much better and are not
scratched as easily and are easier to read.
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2.
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Do not clip, glue needs hair for adherence, just comb or
brush, to remove loose hair and dirt. Loose hair is shed
easily in the spring and will take the scratch card with it
when shed.
Layout the number of cards corresponding to the
number of heifers in the crush in a clean dry non- windy
and dust free area and spray with glue. Dust sticking to
the card reduces the adhesiveness of the glue. Ensure
to cover the entire card to the edges of the cards.
Spray cleaned brushed rump area in an east to west
direction where the card is to be applied, across the
back bone.

Patience required now until the first card gets tacky.
Wait …. When tacky it will stick to your glove and not
fall to the ground.
Apply the card to the sprayed area- East to West.

Secure in place by applying gentle pressure especially
at the edges.

7a. Card properly applied.
8.
9.

Heifer in heat, grey rubbed off and red exposed. Can
also get green and yellow cards.
Lot of mounting, grey and red rubbed off, white
exposed and edges curled from mounting.

10. In narrow heifers the complete card may not be rubbed
red, just the entire centre area. As the mounting heifers
body did not touch the edges of the card.

12

11

Apply scratch cards to dry hair on a dry day otherwise
the glue will not adhere. Watch the forecast. Cost of a
roll of 100 cards is €55 and a can of glue €20. 75c per
card applied. Wear gloves to avoid glue on hands.

11. Get heifers into the yard each day and check scratch
cards.
12. As heifers are being A I’d, cut the hair off the tails.
Long tails are those yet to be inseminated.

TOP TIPS
Watch the
forecast for
a perfectly
dry day to
apply the
cards.

Patience - Wait
till the 1st card
is tacky before
application - It
will stick to your
glove.

Reapply the cards
the day after being
inseminated. Can
reapply the card over
the existing card if it
is well adhered.
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On the day of insemination put a band of tail
paint or a crayon mark on the cows or heifers
back that will not be rubbed off by mounting.
This will indicate the animals that have been
served and will avoid drafting them the
following morning for insemination. One day
repeats may reduce conception rates.

CRAYONS
Paint sticks or Crayons work on the
same principle as tail paint and are very
convenient to use.

However, they rub off easier than tail paint
following mounting, this makes them
extremely useful for maiden heifers. They
work well when cattle are indoors also.
They are also very convenient and clean
to apply.

1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

Paint sticks or Crayons are available in the four colours pictured.
They come in boxes of 12, costing €35 for the box.

Just comb or brush the rump area, to remove loose hair and dirt.
It is not necessary to clip the hair; this is clearly an advantage if
you wish to use them in conjunction with scratch cards.
A skin can form over the tip of the paint sticks when they dry. Rub
the paint stick on a concrete surface to remove it.

Apply the crayons as you would apply tail paint, 9” narrow strip.
In heifers come further down the tail head with the paint stick
than you would with cows, as heifers do not go as forward on the
rump on the standing animal with their brisket as cows do.
If you are finding heifers difficult to heat detect apply both
scratch cards and crayons to the heifers. Put on the scratch card
first and then apply the paint stick.

TIME OF INSEMINATION TO MAXIMISE PERFORMANCE
The best time to inseminate is when animals are in standing heat and up
to 12 hours after the end of standing heat.
• Avoid inseminating cows that are more than 12 hours after the end of
standing heat.
•

Once a day insemination works well and is a major labour saver on
farms.

•

For example, if the technician is coming into your yard each day at 12
noon, inseminate all the cows you have seen up up to 12 noon that
day.

•

Speak to your technician and discuss your routine.

•

Plan your synchronisation programme in advance with your technician.
Ensure you adhere to the programme
INSEMINATION IS A JOB REQUIRING PRECISION TO MAXIMISE CONCEPTION RATE.
ENSURE ADEQUATE FACILITIES ARE AVAILABLE AND HELP THE TECHNICIAN ESPECIALLY WHERE MORE THAN
THREE COWS ARE TO BE INSEMINATED.
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VASECTOMISED BULL
1

Vasectomised bulls fitted with chin balls are an excellent method of heat
detection for both heifers and cows. The chin ball is as important as the bull
as heats will be missed due to the bull mating the cow and not remaining with
her. This happens especially in mature bulls as they mate and walk away, they
do less courting than young bulls. Ensure the bull is vasectomised - your vet
can check his ejaculates to ensure they are free of semen.

2
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A well grown vasectomized bull is invaluable for the breeding season. This
reduces the likelihood of injury and he will work for you 24/7.
The chin ball shown is the preferred one costing €150. Pad the neck and
nose strap with 4″ Elastoplast or vet wrap, or a section of a worn yellow
volume washer hose works well. This prevents the strap cutting the bull.
Ring the bull for convenience when refilling the chin ball.
Ensure the chinball is snugly fitted to the bull. It is leather so will need
adjusting. Initially, fit the chinball for 1 week without paint to familiarise
the bull with it.

Only use chinball paint in the chinball, it is a heavy oil base and needs to
be well shaken before topping up. Red or blue paint is best in wet weather
and yellow or green is best in dry weather.
Putting the drum of chinball paint into a bucket of warm water makes it
easier to mix. Avoid overfilling the chinball and ensure to secure the plug
correctly. One fill should suffice for 10-15 heats. Cost is €60 for 5 litres.
The bull marks the cow on the back when he is serving them. Position
yourself to see the marks on the back of the cows.

A young bull will mark cows a lot on the side when he is courting her, older
bulls much less. It is the marks on the top of the back that are key.

TOP TIPS
5

6

Reduce injuries by training
a young bull with maiden
heifers first. Secondly
avoid overworking a bull,
he is not required until
heats are 2 or less per day.
Remove the vasectomised
bull when a synchronised
group are due in heatreduces the risk of him
getting injured and
ensures we have him when
required.

Young bulls may be courting
cows 24 hours before they
are in standing heat - It is the
marks on top of the back that
are key not the ones on the
side. The marks on the side
alerts you to the fact that a
cow may be coming on heat
‘courting marks’- Take care
with courting marks on the
side and no marks on top
of the back as you may be
inseminating cows 24 hours
prior to standing heat.

Keep the chin ball topped up.
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HEALTH & SAFETY

Beware of the bull

Exercise caution when dealing with all
bulls including those vasectomised.
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